Highly-modified aircraft operated by specially-trained crew for special missions

Cobham Aviation Services provides government and defence customers with end to-end capability using a unique combination of modified aircraft, specially-trained crew and advanced technology to achieve special missions.

For more than 20 years Cobham has been entrusted to provide airborne surveillance operations for Australia’s national security, border protection, law enforcement, and environmental protection with a fleet of highly modified Dash 8 aircraft. A search and rescue response service to cover Australia’s vast search-and-rescue region is provided by Cobham for Australian Maritime Safety Authority utilising a fleet of Challenger 604 jet aircraft.

Cobham has extensive experience providing airborne surveillance and search-and-rescue operations using highly-modified aerial platforms.

**Capabilities**
- In-house mission system development
- Special ISR crew training
  - Pilot
  - Observer
- In-house sensor and mission system workshop
- Through life support
- Full turn key operations
- In-house maintenance
- Search and Rescue
- ISR (Intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance)

**Differentiators**
- Long term special mission contracts
- High rate effort contracts at high dispatch reliability
- Performance based contracting
- 24/7 operations control centre

**Quality Approval & Awards**
- CASR Part 145 accredited
- AS9110D
- Wescam (L3 Harris) Authorised Service Centre
- Approved EO/IR User Training facility
- Raytheon SV2022 Authorised Service Centre

**Key Markets**
- Australia
- Asia Pacific
- New Zealand

**Contacts**

**Tim Dore**  
Director Strategic Campaigns  
+61 (0)412 017 981

**Anthony Patterson**  
Director Business Development  
Special Mission  
+61 (0)412 671 610

cobham.com.au